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In Good Taste

CLASSIC
TWIST
If you’re looking to bring
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some French flair to your
kitchen, La Cornue offers
a selection of vintagestyle appliances with
customisable options;
the brand is available
in Singapore at Kitchen
Culture. Manufactured in
France, these appliances
include range cookers,
cooktops and hoods from
the Château and Cornufé
collections, which feature
sleek stainless steel and
brass trimmings, along with
enamel finishes in various
colours such as the pale
blue hue shown here,
as well as other pastel
tones and brighter shades.

MAIN IMAGE LA CORNUE / KITCHEN CULTURE
OTHER IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BRANDS AND STUDIOS

Design a beautiful and bespoke culinary
space made just for you—here’s how to create
an impressive cooking zone that combines
form and function By Michele Koh Morollo

For homeowners with a passion for cooking,
the kitchen is undoubtedly the heart of
their abode; it’s both a place to gather
and where culinary experiments play out.
With telecommuting becoming part of the
new normal, the kitchen also frequently
doubles as a flexible space for work and play.
Ann Lee, general manager of luxury
furnishings purveyor P5, has observed
an increased demand for bespoke kitchens
to meet these changing needs. “Given the
ongoing pandemic restrictions, which have
us spending more time at home, owners want
well-designed kitchens that integrate the
traditional functions of food preparation with
the requirements of socialisation and working
from home,” she says.
She recommends brands such as Dada by
Molteni&C, which offer kitchen cabinetry
systems in many colours and finishes, as well
as modular components that can be arranged
to form various compositions. She adds:
“Customisable, closed and open modular units
can be incorporated seamlessly into a kitchen
of any size and shape; by varying the finishes
for each element in the modular composition,
homeowners can also create a dynamic
interplay of colours and textures to make their
kitchen more attractive.”
Jeremy Tay, director of Singapore-based firm
Prestige Global Designs, feels that the sky is the
limit—almost every design element, ranging
from cabinets and handles to appliances such
as ovens and refrigerators, can be customised.
Tay suggests choosing a bold accent colour for

KEEPING
IT COOL
The new Samsung
Bespoke refrigerators
not only boast a sleek,
streamlined form; you
can even feature playful
patterns and hues on their
front doors. These versatile
units feature recessed
handles, and are available
in a variety of attractive
shades and finishes that
can be matched with
any kitchen cabinetry
system. Some Bespoke
models even feature
a reversible door that lets
users adjust the direction
in which it opens.
For homeowners
who really want to make
a statement, Samsung
has teamed up with
local illustrator Candice
Phang—also known as
Puffingmuffin—to create
Bespoke refrigerators with
customised art on their
doors (pictured above).

BRIGHT
IDEAS
Add pops of colour to

your kitchen with Santa
& Cole’s iconic M64
pendant lamps, available
at W. Atelier. The brainchild
of Spanish industrial
designer Miguel Milá, this
design won the prestigious
Golden Delta Award in 1964
and remains a timeless
classic to this day. Available
in five finishes—red, white
or black in a matte finish,
bright brass or polished
aluminium—you can mix
and match shades to create
an eye-catching kitchen
counter lighting set-up.
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MODERN
FAMILY
Manufactured

ITALIAN
CHIC
The wonderful thing

about a bespoke kitchen
is that you can store and
display your appliances
and dinnerware however
you like. Available at P5,
Italian kitchen systems
brand Dada offers
various cabinetry with
customisable heights,
widths and compartments
that feature integrated
lighting options and display
shelves; these are great for
showcasing kitchenware,
appliances and culinary
tools. The brand also
offers freestanding glass
column units from various
collections, which can
occupy lower heights
and act as spatial dividers
in open-plan kitchens.

and designed in
Switzerland, the ovens
from V-Zug’s Excellence
Line have been created
with a streamlined look
and are available in
mirrored glass fronts
in black, platinum or
pearl finishes. Beyond
aesthetics, these ovens
feature a CircleSlider
digital dial carved into the
centre of the full-colour
touch display; intuitive,
responsive, and easy to
use, this dial allows you
to adjust temperature
and duration settings,
and access culinary
recommendations based
on your favourite dishes
and recipes.

SLEEK
AND NEAT
Founded in 1929, German

WRITE
IT OUT
Grocery lists, to-do

kitchen systems brand
SieMatic sets the stage
for creative cooking,
entertaining and living with
its adaptable cabinetry
options; they are available
in Singapore at W. Atelier.
Functional, flexible and
chic, the SLC line offers all
the versatility you need to
create your dream culinary
space. The minimalist
graphite grey tone, sleek
silhouette and resilient
countertop surfaces
make it easy for the
customisable units to
blend harmoniously into
various design schemes.

reminders and family
schedules are vital when
it comes to running
a household. German
appliance brand Miele
makes life easier with its
Blackboard Edition,
a freestanding, handleless fridge and freezer
with a blackboard surface
on which you can simply
write your lists with
chalk markers, then wipe
them away when you’re
done. Your kids can also
doodle on the surface
with erasable markers, so
they can keep themselves
entertained in the kitchen
while you’re preparing
meals. Besides the useful
doors, the Blackboard
Edition’s streamlined
design also offers high
energy efficiency, spacious
storage, and all of Miele’s
innovative functions to
keep your produce fresh
and well organised.

PERFECT
VINTAGE
Up the style ante of your
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home when entertaining
with Gaggenau’s wine
chillers. The Vario 400
series wine climate
cabinets allow you to
integrate your wine storage
into your kitchen cabinetry;
these built-in refrigeration
units can be controlled via
Gaggenau’s Home Connect
app, and are available in
stainless steel or bespoke
finishes, and with or
without handles. Fitted with

warm, glare-free lights that
can be set to five different
illumination modes, the
Vario 400 series is also
a great way to showcase
your favourite vintages
and set the right mood
for every occasion. Built
to bring out the best in
your prized collection,
these wine cabinets
replicate a long-term cellar
environment, so your
prized bottles are stored
in optimal condition.

THE RIGHT
CONNECTIONS
Available at Boffi

Singapore, the Boffi
Combine Evolution
kitchen system allows
you to connect different
kitchen modules to create
a composition that’s just
right for you. Constructed
with surfaces and doors
in a high-performance
composite material, the
modules include units
for washing, cooking
and food preparation

that can be integrated
into a metal frame fitted
with wooden drawers.
These modular sections
can be equipped with
tracks for countertops,
compartments with cutlery
trays, holders for knives
and spices, along with
hidden electric sockets,
elegant hanging bars for
ladles and other culinary
tools as well as integrated
LED lighting.

the countertops and cabinetry hardware, then
adding textures, patterns or prints to enliven
the overall concept.

PRIME POSITION

According to Clifton Leung, the founder of
Hong Kong-based practice Clifton Leung Design
Workshop, the biggest challenge when designing
a bespoke kitchen is getting the layout right.
“Functionality has to be a priority, so start with
the location of the cooker, fridge, sink, oven and
all your key appliances. Let your interior designer
or kitchen consultant know exactly how you use
the area. That way, they can help you create
a space that fits your needs,” he says.
Terri Tan, design director of Designworx
Interior Consultant, advises careful thought
about what you need for a bespoke kitchen
to work well. “There’s something liberating
about having a kitchen that doesn’t feel ‘off the
shelf’,” she says. “But for a bespoke kitchen to
work well, you should be clear about exactly
what you hope to be doing in your kitchen.
Think about your typical food preparation
routine and your storage needs.”
Tan has helped her clients design kitchens
with sensor-equipped doors that conceal the
culinary space when it is not in use. “For openconcept kitchens, we always customise the look
of the space so it integrates well with the living
and dining areas,” she adds.
Ultimately, you want to create a space that
works; and one that you find charming, too.
“With a bespoke kitchen, you can inject your
own personality into the space and have it fit
your lifestyle perfectly,” says Tay.
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1. COLOUR:
LIGHTEN
UP
According to AkzoNobel’s

Global Aesthetic Center,
which tracks colour trends,
while neutral tones have
dominated in the past
decade, the trend now
leans towards lighter
and brighter colours, in
response to the need
for positivity during
the global pandemic.
This light and off-white
palette is a classic look that
stands the test of time; it
continues to find steadfast
fans among minimalists.
Layer various textiles and
materials in cream and
neutral hues to keep
the look interesting
and tactile. Adding
just one accent piece in
a striking colour helps, too;
these include pastel-toned
pieces in colours such as
Bright Skies, the Dulux
Colour of the Year 2022
(more on page 46), the
trending shade selected by
AkzoNobel’s colour experts
for paint brand Dulux.
“After a spell of
feeling shut in, we crave
expansion—the great
outdoors, the open air,
a fresh approach
and a new start,” says
Heleen Van Gent, creative
director of AkzoNobel’s
Global Aesthetic Center.
“Our Colour of the Year is
a light, airy and optimistic
shade that encapsulates
a breath of fresh air.”

A New
Chapter
| Report |
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Start your new year right
by making stylish updates
to your interior and create
a soothing space you’ll
love living in
By Hong Xinying and Michele Koh Morollo

MAIN IMAGE FRITZ HANSEN OTHER IMAGES COURTESY OF RESPECTIVE BRANDS

| Inspiration |

Clockwise from top left:
Available at W. Atelier,
the Clam pendant light by
Ahm & Lund is among the
new collections from Fritz
Hansen; these pastel tones
are among the light shades
spotlighted in AkzoNobel’s
colour trend forecast;
an upholstery fabric from
the Zimmer + Rohde
2021 collection, from
Cetec; Living Divani Lemni
armchair by Marco Lavit;
Classicon Sol side tables
by OrtegaGuijarro

2. FORM:
NEW
ICONS
These unique designs

may be well set to
become the new classics.
Choose accent pieces
feature striking yet sleek
sculptural forms that will
do well to stand the test
of time; highlights include
the Living Divani Lemni
armchair by Marco Lavit,
as well as the Classicon Sol
side tables, both available
at Space Furniture.

4. STYLE: WORK
SMART
With many of us working

3. MATERIAL:
SUSTAINABLE
SOURCES
More furniture brands are

striving to minimise their
environmental impact
by producing collections
made with recyclable,
eco-conscious materials.
“These brands are using
materials at the end of
their life cycle, or materials
that can be recovered
or disposed of properly.
The idea is to prolong
the product’s entire life
cycle to reduce waste,”
says Isabella Lim, senior
marketing executive at
Space Furniture.
Such sustainably
designed pieces include
the biodegradable and
compostable Andreu World
Nuez Lounge Bio chair by
Patricia Urquiola, which
is manufactured from
a thermopolymer
generated by living
microorganisms. Other
top picks include the Fritz
Hansen N02 Recycle chair
by Nendo, which is made

from upcycled household
waste, along with Moroso’s
Secret Cubic shelves by
Icelandic-Danish artist
Olafur Eliasson; the latter
is made entirely of recycled
and recyclable iron and
non-toxic powder coating.
When shopping for
sustainably produced
collections, it’s important
to check that your
purchase has a recyclable
logo, and that it comes
from a reputable
manufacturer. “When you’re
talking to your furniture
store salesperson, find
out where the sustainable
piece was made,” says Lim
Choon Hong, managing
director of Xtra. “It also
doesn’t hurt to do some
research on the brand you
are considering, so you can
ascertain whether or not
sustainability is one of their
brand values.”

from home, there will
continue to be a demand
for new home office
furniture. According to
Lim, managing director of
Xtra, a well-designed study
should preserve a sense
of home but also function
efficiently as a productive
place for work. “Think
about office ergonomics
and be sure that the desk
and chair you choose are
the appropriate height for
your body and can support
you through many hours of
use,” he says.
According to Ann Lee,
general manager at P5, it’s
as important to have good
lighting and sleek shelving
systems. “The home office
should always be separate
from the bedroom. If
possible, place your desk
facing a window that
looks out to trees or
greenery; this can help
improve concentration
and creativity,” she says.
If space permits,
Terence Neo, design
director at local interior
design firm EightyTwo,
suggests adding a reading
nook. “If you have a nice,
large window, create
an enclosed reading
nook within your home
office with an armchair

This page, clockwise
from top left: Vision
20/20 floor lamp by
DCW Editions, from
Xtra; Opinion Ciatti
Ptolomeo bookcase,
from Space Furniture;
a minimalist study
designed by local
studio EightyTwo;
Mate magazine holder,
from Flexform; Daiki
armchair by Studio
mk27, from Minotti;
Opinion Ciatti Macis
desk by Lapo Ciatti,
from Space Furniture
Opposite page, from
top: Gervasoni Ghost
sofa by Paola Navone,
from mohd.it; Kartell
A.I. Recycled stools
by Philippe Starck,
from Space Furniture;
Moroso Secret Cubic
shelves by Olafur
Eliasson, from Xtra;
Fritz Hansen N02
Recycle chairs by
Nendo, from W. Atelier;
Andreu World Nuez
Lounge Bio chair by
Patricia Urquiola,
from Xtra
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Clockwise from top left:
Upholstery fabrics from
Hodsoll McKenzie 2021
collection, from Cetec;
Woodnotes Big Stripe
rug and Saba Italia
Oltremare sofa
by Antonio Marras,
both from P5 Studio;
a kitchen designed
by JJ Acuna /
Bespoke Studio

5. FORM:
CUDDLE
UP
Create a cocooning

environment in your home
with furnishings in curved
forms and soft textures.
With their snug, rounded
proportions, these loungeworthy pieces will help
make your home feel like
a cosy sanctuary.

Start with an accent
rug or a round lamp
as an instant mood lifter,
and pair it with equally
cuddly soft furnishings
when you’re ready to invest
in this retro-influenced
style to complete the
soothing look.

7. STYLE:
COTTAGECORE
Because of the pandemic,

Clockwise from
top left: Pierre
Yovanovitch Mobilier
Flare floor lamp, from
pierreyovanovitch.
com; Gebrüder
Thonet Vienna Around
Colors rug by Paola
Pastorini, from Space
Furniture; Sé grace
sofa by Nika Zupanc,
from myaffluency.
com; Moooi Hortensia
armchair by Andrés
Reisinger and Júlia
Esqué, from Space
Furniture; Elie Saab
Maison L’Infini
armchair, from
eliesaab.com; Opinion
Ciatti Mammamia chair,
from Space Furniture;
Méridien plaid fabric,
from Hermès; Arflex
Marenco sofa by
Mario Marenco, from
Space Furniture
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6. FINISH:
SHINE
ON
Metallic finishes easily

add a touch of glamour
to your furnishings.
These standout pieces
feature coatings that take
inspiration from the gloss
and texture of metals,
creating attractive accent
pieces that are instant
conversation starters,
wherever they may be
placed in your home.

many city dwellers are now
dreaming of countryside
houses, so it’s no surprise
that cottagecore—a rustic
aesthetic inspired by rural
environments—is in vogue.
“We love cottagecore!
I think this trend responds
to people’s desire today
to be more grounded,
settled, and closer to the
land and the forests,” says
JJ Acuna, founder of JJ
Acuna / Bespoke Studio.
“That said, you don’t have
to live in a remote rural
location to appreciate
the grounded materiality
of cottagecore; you can
simply find beautiful ways
to incorporate the style
into your urban home,” he
says. For one of his clients,
he created a modern rustic
kitchen by using a mix of
oak and wicker furnishings,
as well as terracotta
and brick tiles.
To avoid an overly rustic
vibe, incorporate elegant,
curvy furniture pieces in
vibrant hues such as Saba
Italia’s Oltremare sofa
by Antonio Marras; then
anchor the look with rugs
in modern patterns. Flowy
pastel and nature-print
drapery and upholstery
fabrics, such as those from
Hodsoll McKenzie’s Utopia
collection from upholstery

purveyor Cetec, are
wonderful ways to weave
cottagecore elements into
your home.
“Natural, sustainable,
minimalist, comfortable,
and British—these are
the characteristics of the
cottagecore trend,” says
Winnie HeimgartnerWong, managing director
of Cetec. “Cottagecore is
all about choosing nature
over fast-paced, hightech living, so designs
and patterns inspired by
flowers, trees, stones, soil,
wood and water, pastel
colours, as well as natural
linen, wool or cotton are
ideal for creating this look.”
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8. FINISH:
LACQUER
Furnishings with vibrant

lacquered finishes fit
the mood for nostalgia,
particularly when paired
with retro-influenced
materials such as terrazzo
and sprightly hues. This
glossy finish also adds
a sleek touch to your
interiors. Take a decor
cue from these vibrant
collections and spaces that
make full use of the glossy
sheen that comes with the
lacquered coating.

9. FORM: TWO
BECOME
ONE
Multifunctional furniture

continues to be popular,
and it’s easy to see
why. Such space-saving
designs can contribute to
an uncluttered look, which
can be both aesthetically
appealing and mentally
calming. These include the
Arflex Threshold screen by
Neri&Hu, a free-standing
partition combined with
a mirror and lacquered
drawer; and the Giorgetti
Uyuni wall-hung mirror
and shelf by M2atelier;
both of which are excellent
finds for modern bedrooms.

Clockwise from top left:
A kitchen with green
lacquered cabinetry,
designed by JJ Acuna /
Bespoke Studio; Arflex
Threshold screen by
Neri&Hu and Giorgetti
Uyuni mirror and shelf by
M2atelier, both from Space
Furniture; Superquadra
console by studio mk27,
from Minotti; Foscarini
Lumière Nuances Grande
table lamp, from
Space Furniture

10. STYLE:
GOING
OUTSIDE
Furniture retailers have

observed an increased
interest in outdoor furniture
with the functionality of
indoor furniture. Terence
Choo, marketing and public
relations manager of
P5 Studio, says there’s
been more interest than
before in rattan, wicker
and jute outdoor furniture
and decor.
According to Nikki
Hunt, founder of Design
Intervention, both outdoor
furnishings and other
verdant touches can help
our appreciation of nature,
through relaxing ways that
boost our well-being.
“If you are lucky
enough to live in a home
with a garden, positioning
a seating arrangement
to optimise a verdant
view would be an easy
design tactic,” she says.

“Simply incorporating
house plants into our
rooms or even pictures of
trees into our designs can
also help alleviate stress.
These inexpensive design
elements not only look
great, but can genuinely
improve our health at the
same time.”

Clockwise from top:
Patio outdoor sofas by
GamFratesi, from Minotti
Singapore; Flexform
Hamptons daybed by
Antonio Citterio, from
Flexform Singapore; Kettal
Ringer table and chairs by
Michael Anastassiades,
from Xtra; Cassina
Trampoline sofa by Patricia
Urquiola, from W. Atelier
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11. STYLE:
MAXIMALIST
SPIRIT
“The maximalist interior is

all about showcasing what
delights you—whether
through displaying your
treasured collections or
your favourite colour in
a home that truly reflects
who you are and what
you love to boost your
mood and make you feel
great,” says Hunt of Design
Intervention. “Minimalists
follow the less-is-more
mantra, while maximalists
espouse that if something
makes you smile, it can’t
be wrong. Minimalist
interiors imbue serenity
and embrace simplicity,
while maximalist spaces
radiate energy and delight
in the unexpected.”
While pundits have
alluded to the resurgence
of the maximalist style as
a recent reaction to the
austere minimalism that
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reigned in the last two
decades, Hunt is certain
this dramatic style is here
to stay. “I like the sense
of individuality that these
rooms possess; in a world
where easy access to
information has meant
that style has become
increasingly homogenised,
maximalist style is all about
self-expression.”
Hunt also advises
editing your maximalist
look to keep it cohesive
and visually appealing.
Furnishings with decadent
fabrics, rich colours,
exuberant patterns
and elaborate detailing
are among such elements
of maximalism, and it
takes a knack to pair
these contrasting features
together. “Maximalism is
not chaos; it is a result
of deliberately curated
choices,” she says.
“Successful maximalist
style is a meticulous
balancing act. These rooms
can be bright and bold, yet
each element is carefully
curated to achieve a style
that inspires and revitalises
rather than overpowers.”

12. STYLE:
RETRO
MOOD
Expect more retro-

influenced elements to
show up in the coming
year. “With a retroinspired concept, you can
transport people to the
past and create a certain
atmosphere,” says Acuna.
When designing
a retro-inspired home,
Acuna recommends
using colours, patterns
and shapes found in
interiors from the 1950s
to the ‘80s, and to use
what works best with your
contemporary pieces. “The
idea is to be curatorial
when designing to evoke
nostalgia. Rather than
go all out, give a nod to
the past with the right
furnishings and decor
items to keep things
fresh and timeless,” he
says. These include curvy
banquette sofas, bespoke
mirrors, tables crafted with
materials such as green
or red marble, along with
mid-century modern timber
panels, and muted redorange tones.
Neo of EightyTwo likes
to add retro touches with
materials such as terrazzo,
rattan or lacquered wood
surfaces, and shades
of mustard yellow or
desaturated green. To
put together an effective
retro-inspired scheme, Neo
suggests including
retro products such
as a vinyl disc player, or
antique wall clock or bar
trolly for a blast from the
past. “Try to combine
materials and furniture
from the same era to create
a sense of continuity within
the space,” he says.

Clockwise from top left:
Chairs upholstered
in velvet fabrics from
Zimmer + Rohde
2021 collection, from
Cetec; Sialk table
centrepiece, from
Hermès; Molteni&C
Round D.154.5 chair
by Gio Ponti, from P5;
Arflex 9000 armchair
by Tito Agnoli, B&B
Italia Allure O’ table
and Flair O’ chairs by
Monica Armani, all from
Space Furniture
Opposite page,
clockwise from top left:
A dining room crafted
by Design Intervention;
Fendi Casa Margaret
Bracelet armchair,
from Da Vinci Lifestyle;
Cassina Sengu table
by Patricia Urquiola,
from W. Atelier; Versace
Home Narcissus
floor lamp, from
Marquis QSquare
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